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GRIND LONDON

Jacket Required is back on 3 and 4 February at the Old Truman Brewery, with a new and mighty fine
roster of first-time exhibitors. With plenty of freshness to get the buying juices going, here’s a little taster.
—
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MOSEVIC EYEWEAR
Mosevic Eyewear is set to continue redefining the boundaries
for denim innovation. Yes, that’s right, denim eyewear. It’s
layered in resin to make it solid, and it don’t half look rock ‘n’
roll round the eyes. For a/w 16 the main collection is expanding
with a set of new frame styles, as well as a series of
collaborations with some exciting brands (which are hush-hush
until the Jacket Required show). This will lead to exclusive,
limited edition collections using a greater range of fabrics
alongside the denim staple, including some ‘pops’ of colour. The
designers have also been busy taking time to understand how
Mosevic can improve its sustainability through use of eco
materials. Cool eyewear with a conscience.
—

Since 2008, Grind
London has focused on
developing an honest
approach to ‘roadready’ menswear, aiming
to mix original concepts
with the brand’s own
roots and culture, which
draws inspiration from
many aspects of
London’s various
subcultures, past and
present. For a/w 16,
Grind London presents
‘The International
Collection’, aka
‘Concorde Chapters’, a
collection celebrating the wonderful world of yesteryear travel.
There’s a water resistant Poly suede hooded mac, available in
olive and black, coach jackets, crew-neck sweatshirts in
Japanese loopback cotton, denim shirting, bomber jackets and
long sleeved polo shirts in Pima cotton. In summary, a collection
of garments you can wear any time, anywhere. ‘Come fly with
me’ seems to be the order of the day.
—
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DOUBLE A-SIDE
Double A-Side is an independent ready-to-wear brand inspired by and
largely manufactured in London. For a/w 16, Double A-Side continues to
take cues from the built-up environment and harsh architecture of the
capital’s cityscape. The collection is minimal and modern, with a heaviness
and tactility that echoes the concrete creations from which they draw
inspiration. Warmer garments, such as gilets, padded overshirts and a
Sherpa bomber jacket have been added in to the collection,
complementing the existing linear layers. An expanded colour palette,
including green, navy and black, has allowed the Double A-Side aesthetic
to evolve from its minimal grey jersey basics. The ‘unisex’ code sweatshirts
and subtle graphic T-shirts build upon the signature silhouettes, providing
variety without superfluous decoration.
—
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PIKE BROTHERS
Pike Brothers flies in on a vintage tip from
Germany, albeit with a brand name that
stems from two brothers who made
menswear from the 1930s to the 1950s in
London. Focusing on vintage European
workwear fabrics for a/w 16, the styles are
sturdy yet elegant at the same time. “Our
garments are more than the sum of fabrics,
patterns and accessories; they have a real
story to tell,” says brand owner Fabian
Jedlitschka. The team like to spend their
free time outdoors, so they know about the
value of functional and high-quality
garments. In order to fulfil their high
expectations, they work together with
exclusive European weavers and tailoring
shops where the garments are made by
hand, using traditional craftsmanship.
—
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THE TAILOR RETAILORED
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PRETTY GREEN
Where other men of music who have launched clothing lines
have fallen flat on their Fender Stratocasters, Liam Gallagher
has hit the high notes. Established in 2009, and named after a
track by legendary mod-punk trio The Jam, Pretty Green has
gone from strength to strength and is making its debut
appearance for two days only at the forthcoming show. An
all-new capsule ‘Hendrix Collection’ should set the show alight,
though hopefully there won’t be any accompanying guitars set
on fire. A/w 16 also sees the development of the footwear
range into a full and comprehensive offer. In the main ‘Green’
line, the use of bold prints continues, with the signature paisley
evolving into a large disruptive pattern. Psychedelic influences
continue through prints and a striking colour palette, and
there’s plenty of technical fabrics and ergonomic cuts to make
it relevant for the modern world. Outerwear is key, with parkas
headlining the collection. It’s all very rock ‘n’ roll, but we like it.
—

The Tailor Retailored redefines men’s
cashmere knitwear for a/w 16 with sleek,
elegant, tailored ‘essentials’ in boy’s own
colours with punchy ribbed trims,
contrast buttons, military grosgrain and
modernist geometric leather patched
elbows. Made entirely from the finest
cashmere, the collection roots its
production in Scotland, with sweater
stories inspired by Slim Aarons’ iconic
photographs of Palm Beach down time,
in sun-drenched blue and patrician sable
stripes, off-kilter Argyle and heavy
braided cables. Fine-gauge tee sweaters
nestle with traditional ribbed fisherman’s
knits. Peruvian inspired hand intarsia
patterns and heavy ply marls are
updated in Marvel Comics colours and
graphic black and white. The line is
supported with luxurious knitted
cashmere accessories.
—
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PERRY ELLIS
AMERICA
In 1984, American
designer Perry Ellis
collaborated with
Levi’s to produce a
capsule collection.
The brand, named
Perry Ellis America,
was an overnight
success. Now, in 2016,
under the creative direction of Michael Maccari, the brand
is relaunching Perry Ellis America with a menswear
collection designed specifically for Europe, fusing European
style with American sportswear. The first collection, for
s/s 16, is launching in the UK exclusively with House of
Fraser, as well as in Paris with Galeries Lafayette. But the
a/w 16 collection will see distribution channels opening up
across Europe, and Jacket Required will mark the first real
introduction of the brand in the wholesale marketplace. The
design objective is the same as for the s/s 16 collection: to
create a ‘day to night’ collection that can be layered on top
of an existing wardrobe to enhance and renew looks. In
terms of product categories, there is a focus around
sweaters and outerwear pieces, with an element of
transitional pieces so they can be layered up.
—
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SAMSØE & SAMSØE
Samsøe & Samsøe hails from Copenhagen, and is a first-time showing
at Jacket Required. The brand actually dates back to 1993, when two
creative brothers opened a Samsøe & Samsøe jewellery store in the
Latin Quarter of Copenhagen. After a short while the siblings started
designing and producing clothes, and demand grew rapidly, as did the
company. In 2000 Peter Sextus Rasmussen and Per Ulrik Andersen
bought the brand and since then they have managed a company on
the move. The fundamental identity of Samsøe & Samsøe is based on
unique and recognisable Scandinavian design: raw details, freedom
and simplicity as well as tailored, up-to-date trends. Sportswear fuses
with classic tailoring, shaping a look that is contemporary yet timeless.
—
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NODUS
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WOLSEY USP
A world-leading manufacturer of premium socks and
undergarments, with an unrivalled history that dates back to
1755, Wolsey has produced hosiery for polar explorers
Captain Scott, Roald Amundsen and Sir Ernest Shackleton
and equipped British and Allied troops during WWI. So it
makes perfect sense to launch Wolsey USP – USP standing
for underwear, socks and pyjamas – to modern customers.
Never taking its past for granted, Wolsey has harnessed
technological innovations and modern fabric development
to create the finest socks available. A/w 16 highlights include
a classic herringbone pattern, muted military camouflage
and a wave pattern inspired by Scottish trawler men.
—

Providing what could be
a big hit for Christmas
prezzies this year, Nodus
is further expanding its
collection of Italian
vegetable-tanned
leather accessories for
the a/w 16 season.
Several new slimline
wallets effortlessly
combine functionality
with style, having been cleverly designed to keep your essentials safe with
zonal RFID technology and an abundance of sneaky pockets for cards, cash,
keys and coins. The original ‘Access Phone’ case range, along with the newer
‘Shell Case’ line, are now available in some new autumnal colours of deep
green and graphite grey. The Nodus collection’s sophisticated take on
everyday accessories is one to watch this season.
—

